AWS Well-Architected Reviews

AWS Well-Architected
Reviews
Apply architectural best practices to gain strategic advantage.

Free AWS Well-Architected
Review
for qualified organisations
Available AWS Service Credit
Voucher
Schedule a Review now

Partner with AltoStack to get well-architected.
It’s our mission to leap beyond the status quo to deliver epic solutions to our clients
based on shared goals. The AWS Well-Architected Review is ideal to:
●
●

Review business implications of the architecture of one of your critical workloads.
Discuss remediations to become Well-Architected.

AWS Well-Architected Framework: pillars of success
AWS solutions architects have identified best practices for architecting systems in the
cloud – the AWS Well-Architected Framework, based on five pillars:
●
●
●
●
●

Security - protecting information and systems.
Cost optimisation - avoiding unneeded costs.
Reliability - preventing and quickly recovering
from failures.
Performance efficiency - using IT and
computing resources efficiently.
Operational excellence - running and
monitoring systems to deliver business value
and continually improve processes and
procedures.

AWS Well-Architected Review: making the
Framework actionable

In our experience, 80% of
organisations participating in
an AWS Well-Architected
Review proceed with
recommended remediations.
That’s value!

AWS Well-Architected Reviews use the AWS Well-Architected Framework to:
●
●

Provide a consistent approach to evaluate and remediate systems.
Apply best practices for designing and operating reliable, secure, efficient, and
cost-effective systems for the cloud.
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●
●
●
●

Get solutions to pressing issues and a prioriti ed roadmap of remediation goals.
Keep current with the volume and velocity of new AWS services – some may address your issues immediately, like cost.
Identify business benefits of modern infrastructure: better customer experience, faster idea-to-cash, scalability, and more.
Address areas of security and compliance risk before they cause problems.

We ensure you get the right support services for your specific environment.

●
●

Assume 1 - 4 hours, based on the amount of pre-work you complete.
Start a free trial of nOps cloud management for AWS that automates discovery to accelerate and
improve the Review.

●

A cross-section of your internal stakeholders (think IT and business).

●

team, including a solution architect (AWS Approved Well-Architected Partner).

●
●
●
●
●

The Review can be performed on-site or remotely.
Perform deep-dive on a critical workload, based on 44 rules.
Audit operations for compliance with the five pillars of Well-Architected.
Perform assessments via Q&A and automation.
Surface some immediate cost savings by revealing unused resources.

AltoStack provides:

The customer can:

●

●

●

Recommendations based on business
implications of your workload design decisions.
A prioriti ed roadmap of short-, medium-, and
long-term goals, based on the core Framework
pillars.

●

Schedule a Review

Decide to implement recommendations and receive
available AWS credit funding for remediation.. (Actual
remediation work performed by AltoStack may have
associated costs.)
Perform periodic checks on the assessment to improve the
score and work on recommendations.

Email us

